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hyperbolic metrics quadratic differentials
measured laminations measured foliations⟷

This talk is about cutting and pasting

along common
geometric structures

combinatorial data

⇜⇝



Fenchel–Nielsen and Dehn–Thurston coordinates

Fenchel–Nielsen:

X ↦ (length, twisting)

Dehn–Thurston:

{multicurves ⋔ P} ≈ ℤ!"
#$%#×ℤ#$%#

c ↦ (intersection, twisting)

cut along P

T ≅
MF (P) ≅ ℝ!"

#$%#×ℝ#$%#
ℝ!"
#$%#× ℝ#$%#



Fenchel–Nielsen and Dehn–Thurston coordinates

T MF (P) 

ℝ!"
#$%#× ℝ#$%#

DTFN

1 2

5

1 2

5

twisting ↷ ↶ twisting

translation↷

length intersection



Measured laminations and foliations

=  geodesic lamination/singular foliation  +  transverse measure

ML ≅ MF

closed union of simple geodesics on 
hyperbolic surface, e.g. multicurve

assignment of #s to transverse arcs 
invariant under “sliding,” e.g. |dx|

straighten

collapse

foliations are only
up to equivalence



Quadratic differentials (= semi-translation surfaces)
QT = {marked quadratic differentials} = T*T
• Locally looks like dz2 or zndz2

• stratified by # and order of zeros
• Natural GL2(ℝ) action

[Gardiner–Masur]: QT ≅MF ⨉ MF \ ∆
• real and imaginary parts determine q

(= vertical and horizontal foliations)
• QT (·,𝜆) ≔ {q with Im(q) = 𝜆} ≅MF (𝜆)

|dx|
|dy|



Unipotent flows on
Teichmüller space



A fundamental (but imperfect) analogy

T

T*T = QT

ℙML

Mod(S)

Teich. geodesic flow

horocycle flow
earthquake flow

Hn

THn (or Fr Hn)

∂Hn = Sn-1

nonuniform lattice Γ

geodesic flow

unipotent flow}

[𝜆]

T



The earthquake flow

Earthquake along geodesic g
= hyperbolic translation on left,

identity on right

g

Earthquake along lamination 𝜆
measure = amount of translation



Theorem: [Mirzakhani]

There is a Mod(S)-equivariant measurable conjugacy
= (measurable) bijection on full measure subsets

T ⨉ ML ⟷ QT
T ⨉ ML(14g-4)  ⟷ {q ∊ QT (14g-4) : q has no horizontal saddles}

= {q ∊ QT : Im(q) ∊ML(14g-4)}

which conjugates earthquake flow to horocycle flow.

i.e. S \ 𝜆 is a union of 
ideal triangles.



Main Theorem: [C.–Farre, in progress]

There is a Mod(S)-equivariant bijection
T ⨉ ML ⟷ QT

which conjugates earthquake flow to horocycle flow and

1. Restricts to Mirzakhani’s conjugacy on T  ⨉ ML(14g-4)
2. Restricts to FN coords ⟷ DT coords for a fixed pants decomposition
3. Induces conjugacies* between strata

{(X, 𝜆) : X ∖ 𝜆 is a union of ideal (k1+2), …, (kn+2)–gons} ⟷ QT (k1, …, kn)



The horocyclic foliation

𝜆 ∊ML(14g-4) ⇒ 𝑆 ∖ 𝜆 is a union of ideal triangles

Theorem: [Bonahon, Thurston, Mirzakhani]
The horocyclic foliation map is a homeomorphism F𝜆:T ⟶MF (𝜆) 
which takes earthquake to horocycle flow.

(𝑋, 𝜆)

4g – 4 x

cut along 𝜆

measure = 
length along 𝜆

F𝜆(𝑋)



+ Gardiner–Masur: QT ≅MF ⨉ MF \ ∆
⇒ Mirzakhani’s theorem.

To extend the conjugacy, need an (equivariant) analogue of the horocyclic
foliation for arbitrary 𝜆

The horocyclic foliation

(equivariant)

Theorem: [Bonahon, Thurston, Mirzakhani]
The horocyclic foliation map is a homeomorphism F𝜆:T ⟶MF (𝜆)
which takes earthquake to horocycle flow.

Could just complete to a maximal 
lamination, but this isn’t natural!



The horocyclic foliation
and shear coordinates



MF (𝜆)T
F𝜆

H+(𝜆)

“shear/cataclysm
coordinates”

≈ period
coordinates

[Bonahon, Thurston]:
homeomorphism

[Bonahon–Sözen]:
symplectomorphism

[Mirzakhani]:
The diagram commutes.

earthquake flow ↷ ↶ horocycle flow

translation by 𝜆
↺

For 𝜆 ∊ML(14g-4),

≅

≅≅



Transverse cocycles

• A transverse cocycle for 𝜆 is a finitely additive signed transverse measure
• (e.g. transverse measures)
• H(𝜆) = {transverse cocycles for 𝜆} is a vector space

• When 𝜆 ∊ML(14g-4), H(𝜆) is symplectic and dim = 6g – 6

• H+(𝜆) = {cocycles which pair positively with all measures on 𝜆}
• finite-sided cone
• parametrizes both T and MF (𝜆)



Transverse cocycles as coordinates
How to measure transverse arcs?

"𝑋 = ℍ" q = QD(η,𝜆)

measure this 
(signed) distance

measure the real 
part of this period

2𝜆

A transverse cocycle for 𝜆
is a finitely additive signed
transverse measure

H+(𝜆) parametrizes MF (𝜆) H+(𝜆) parametrizes T



The orthogeodesic foliation
and shear-shape coordinates



The orthogeodesic foliation

𝑆 ∖ 𝜆 is a union of crowned hyperbolic surfaces

Theorem: [C.–Farre]
The map 𝒪':T ⟶MF (𝜆) ≅ QT (·,𝜆) is a Mod(S)[𝜆]-equivariant 
homeomorphism which conjugates earthquake flow in 𝜆 to horocycle flow.

(𝑋, 𝜆)

cut along 𝜆

𝒪!(𝑋)

Note: not equal to Hubbard–Masur section T⟶QT (·,𝜆) 

measure =
length of projection

leaves = fibers of closest point 
projection to 𝜆



+ Gardiner–Masur: QT ≅MF ⨉ MF \ ∆

Main Theorem: [C.–Farre]
The map

is a Mod(S)-equivariant bijection taking earthquake flow to horocycle flow.

The orthogeodesic foliation

Theorem: [C.–Farre]
The map 𝒪':T ⟶MF (𝜆) ≅ QT (·,𝜆) is a Mod(S)[𝜆]-equivariant 
homeomorphism which conjugates earthquake flow in 𝜆 to horocycle flow.

𝒪:T ⨉ ML⟶ QT 
𝑋, 𝜆 ↦ (𝒪' 𝑋 , 𝜆)



MF (𝜆)T
𝒪!

SH+(𝜆)

“shear-shape
coordinates”

≈ period
coordinates

Theorem: [C.–Farre]
All maps are homeomorphisms
and the diagram commutes.

earthquake flow ↷ ↶ horocycle flow

translation by 𝜆
↺

For 𝜆 arbitrary,

≅

≅≅

“shear-shape cocycles”
SH+(𝜆) records:
- “combinatorial shape” of pieces
- how to glue pieces together



Combinatorial shapes

Fact: the orthogeodesic foliation determines 
the shape of the complementary subsurface

Theorem:
The complex of (weighted, filling) arc systems ≅ T (𝑆 ∖ 𝜆).
(c.f. Epstein–Penner, Do, Luo, Ushijima)

orthogeodesic foliation
⟿ metric ribbon graph spine
⟿ dual (weighted) arc system



Gluing subsurfaces via transverse cocycles

𝜆 ∊ML(14g-4):
⟿ canonical basepoints
⟿ H+(𝜆) describes gluing

𝜆 arbitrary:
⟿ which basepoint to choose?
⟿ how to glue? (can you choose in

a consistent way?)



Shear-shape cocycles
A shear-shape cocycle for 𝜆 is a pair (𝛼, σ) where
- 𝛼 is a weighted, filling arc system*
- σ is a finitely additive signed measure on arcs transverse to 𝜆 ∪ 𝛼

satisfying a quasi-additivity condition across 𝛼.

σ(k2) = σ(k1) – L Re(q(k2)) = Re(q(k1)) – L

*satisfying a “boundary lengths” condition

Motivation:



Shear-shape cocycles

Structure theorem: SH (𝜆) is an affine H (𝜆) bundle over the 
complex of weighted filling arc systems*

• pairing on H(𝜆) ⟿ pairing SH(𝜆) x H(𝜆) ⟶ℝ

• SH+(𝜆) = {shsh cocycles which pair positively with all measures on 𝜆}
• finitely many conditions
• parametrizes both T and MF (𝜆)

*satisfying a “boundary lengths” condition

+ +

i.e. SH (𝜆) records:
- combinatorial shape of pieces
- how to glue pieces together

+



Shear-shape cocycles as coordinates

measure these 
(signed) distances



Consequences



Main Theorem: [C.–Farre, in progress]

There is a Mod(S)-equivariant bijection
T ⨉ ML ⟷ QT

which conjugates earthquake flow to horocycle flow and

1. Restricts to Mirzakhani’s conjugacy on T  ⨉ ML(14g-4)
2. Restricts to FN coords ⟷ DT coords for a fixed pants decomposition
3. Induces conjugacies* between strata

{(X, 𝜆) : X ∖ 𝜆 is a union of ideal (k1+2), …, (kn+2)–gons} ⟷ QT (k1, …, kn)



QTT x ML

Restriction to strata

𝒪

QTnsc(k1, …, kn)
- zeros of order (k1, …, kn)
- no horizontal saddles

⊂

- 𝑆 ∖ 𝜆 = (k1 + 2), …, (kn + 2)-gons
- empty underlying arc system

PT reg(k1, …, kn)

𝑋 ∖ 𝜆 is a union of regular
(k1 + 2), …, (kn + 2)-gons

⊂

Theorem: [C.–Farre]
Mod(S) equivariant bijection
taking EQ to horocycle.

Natural question:
in what sense is this
map a conjugacy?



T SH+(𝜆) QT (·,𝜆)

(New) stretch paths
(uses work of Alessandrini–Disarlo)

Dilation horizontal stretch 𝑒
$ 0
0 1

EQ in μ supported on 𝜆 Translation by μ Tremor by μ
(a la Chaika–Smillie–Weiss)

Hyperbolic length of 𝜆 Thurston intersection form Area

“regular polygon locus” empty arc system Intersection with stratum
(when no horizontal saddles)

??? Lebesgue class measures Masur–Veech measures



Continuity and invariant measures (future work)

• 𝒪 is not continuous in ML coordinate (Mirzakhani)
• (support: {measures} -> {closed subsets} is not continuous)

• 𝒪 should be continuous with “measure + Hausdorff topology”

• Pushforward of Masur–Veech: new invariant measures for EQ flow
• Have to change the σ–algebra (not locally finite on ML)

Conjecture: The pushforward of MV measure decomposes as
“subspace WP volume” times “subspace Thurston measure”


